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The DiLitE Project keeps moving forward!

Our innovative 2-year Erasmus+ KA2 project “Digital Literacy in Europe – DiLitE” keeps evolving as
our team members from our highly qualified organisation partners in UK, Ireland, Cyprus, Spain,

Greece and Portugal continue finding creative ways of working together, despite the difficulties and
challenges imposed by the Covid-19 pandemic.
The good news is that the DiLitE Training Curriculum
(IO2) has been completed and aims to support adult

DiLitE Training Curriculum for

educators

adult educators at a glance!

across

Europe

build

their

capacity

to

effectively understand and engage with digital literacies
in their lessons. The material consists of 6 unique modules

 Digital Literacies: Where is the
concept from? By Symplexis

that explore the various components of digital literacies.
Each module has been created as a standalone chapter,

 Digital Literacies: How to teach

providing a theoretical overview, a specific case study,

in flux? By Meath Partnership

videos with reflective questions, session plans for bringing

 Who are the learners? By ELC

the key concepts to your learners and finally, a list of



How to see technology as your
friend and not your foe.

possible follow-up resources.

By Mindshift

The curriculum aims to bring some of the most current



Digital Literacies: Survive or

thinking on digital literacies into the learning space, using

thrive? By Learning Unlimited

participatory pedagogical approaches that ensure all

 Trends in digital literacy and

learners can take part regardless of their digital literacy

digital learning: What does the

and/or other literacies starting points. In addition, DiLitE

future hold? By CSI

aims to empower both educators and learners to explore
The English version of the handbook, that

this vastly changing world of digital literacies and ensure
that no one is left behind.

soon will be translated in all partners
languages, can be freely downloaded from
https://dilite-project.eu
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An exciting #TrainTheTrainers event was held online!

The DiLitE Transnational Joint Staff Training Activity that was supposed to take place in Cyprus,
was hosted online by the Center for Social Innovation (CSI) between 2nd – 4th of February 2021 and all
16 participants have managed to make this “Train the Trainers” event #digitalliteracy in action! The
participating trainers and educators from the partner organisations had the opportunity to get familiar
with the project, explore its educational material and discuss current issues and challenges related to
digital literacies, especially in the Covid-19 and post-Covid 19 era.

Digital memories from our #TrainTheTrainers event.
To see more, visit our Facebook page
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The Practice Toolkit is also available to download

Available on the project website (both as a flipbook and in .pdf format) is the English version of the

DiLitE Practice Toolkit (IO3), which includes a set of innovative and customizable resources and
tools that can enable practitioners to develop their own teaching materials and enhance the digital
literacy of their learners. Selected material will be available soon in all partner languages.

Join us and spread the word!
As our partners are getting ready for pilot testing, info-days and a final conference, there are plenty
of opportunities in each country for both practitioners (including educators, professors, teachers,
trainers, volunteers, mentors, researchers, assistants) and learners to get involved in the project! You
can contact your in-country partner to find out more. Visit our website https://dilite-project.eu &
Follow us on Facebook https://www.facebook.com/dilite.project to keep up-to-date.
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